
                                                                                                                                                                      

PRESS RELEASE 

Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group and INTRACOM DEFENSE 

signed a Cooperation Agreement for Integrated Hybrid Power Solutions 

Cambridge (UK) & Koropi (Greece), February 1st, 2021: Marshall Aerospace and 

Defence Group (MADG) and INTRACOM DEFENSE (IDE) have signed an agreement that 

will see them collaborate on the development and support of advanced Hybrid Power 

solutions for the global security and defense markets of mutual interest. 

The cooperation agreement will see the two organisations share their complementary 

technological, manufacturing and commercial capabilities to work on a wide range of 

tactical and field power applications.  

The relationship will leverage MADG’s industry-leading expertise in deployable 

infrastructure, land platforms integrated systems and capability sustainment through 

Managed Support Services, with IDE’s fielded Hybrid Electric Power Systems (HEPS®) 

technology in Energy Storage and intelligent Power Management & Control. 

Recognising electric power sustainment as a critical parameter in the increasingly mobile 

and network-centric operations, MADG and IDE have committed to a joint development 

effort for flexible and scalable energy solutions, ranging from stand-alone products to 

comprehensive microgrid applications and customised solutions. The two companies aim 

to deliver cost-effective, efficient, resilient and environmentally sustainable solutions that 

address the challenges of the current and future operations. 

 

#  #  # 

 

About Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group 

Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group (MADG) has specialised in protecting people in 

critical situations for more than 100 years. Today the company continues to deliver its 

global customers world-leading applied engineering services across its core capabilities of 

managed services, integration and technologies. MADG comprises a team of more than 

1,800 highly skilled colleagues, located across UK, Canada, Europe and Middle East, 

dedicated to setting the highest standards across the industry. MADG is part of Marshall of 

Cambridge (Holdings) Limited, the private holding company of the Marshall family. 

Founded in 1909, the Group had a turnover of nearly £2.6bn in 2019, and more than 6,300 

employees. For more information please visit: www.marshalladg.com  

 

http://www.marshalladg.com/


                                                                                                                                                                      

About INTRACOM DEFENSE 

INTRACOM DEFENSE (IDE) is part of INTRACOM Holdings, a group with €522mil annual 

turnover, employing approx. 2900 people, and international activity in 70 countries. IDE is 

a highly acclaimed Defense Systems Company in Greece, with an outstanding record of 

participation in domestic programs and exports to quality-driven international customers. 

IDE utilizes high-end technologies in the design and development of advanced products in 

the areas of Tactical Communications, C4I Systems, Hybrid Electric Power Systems, 

Missile Electronics, Surveillance and Unmanned Systems. The Company retains its 

international recognition through the long standing participation in European and NATO 

new technology development programs. For more information please visit: 

www.intracomdefense.com 

http://www.intracomdefense.com/

